The thermal stability of proteins was studied, 195 single amino acid residue replacements reported elsewhere being analysed for several protein conformational characteristics: type of residue replacement,-conservative versus nonconservative substitution; replacement being in a homologous stretch of amino add residues; change in hydrogen bond, van der Waals and secondary structure propensities; solvent-accessible versus inaccessible replacement; type of secondary structure involved in the substitution; the physico-chemical characteristics to which the thermostability enhancement can be attributed; and the relationship of the replacement site to the folding intermediates of the protein, when known. From the above analyses, some general rules arise which suggest where amino add substitutions can be made to enhance protein thermostability: substitutions are conservative according to the Dayhoff matrix; mainly occur on conserved stretches of residues; preferentially occur on solvent-accessible residues; maintain or enhance the secondary structure propensity upon substitution; contribute to neutralize the dipole moment of the caps of helices and strands; and tend to increase the number of potential hydrogen bonding or van der Waals contacts or improve hydrophobic packing. Keywords: biotechnology/protein/protein engineering/protein structure/protein thermostability
Introduction
The enhancement of protein thermostability by rational design is one of the important goals of protein engineering [see Gupta (1993) for a review]. Using thermostable enzymes in industrial applications offers the benefits of increased rates of reaction, higher substrate solubility, decreased media viscosity, longer enzyme shelf-lives at normal storage temperatures and lowered risk of microbial contamination when reactions are carried out at higher temperatures. However, although a number of successful examples of stabilization of proteins exist, the mechanism of their thermostabilization is far from being understood; general methods of increasing protein stability are lacking. Two general approaches have been followed to analyse the stability of proteins. First, the comparison between homologous proteins from thermophiles and mesophiles has provided some insight into the reasons why related proteins performing the same functions could have very different stability (Argos et al, 1979; Imanaka et al, 1986; Querol and Parrilla, 1987; Menendez-Arias and Argos, 1989; Mrabet etal, 1992) . Second, the analysis by protein engineering of the contribution of the different interactions that take place in a protein has resulted in some general rules about possible ways to increase the stability of a protein (Fersht and Serrano, 1993; Nosoh and Sekiguchi, 1993) . There is also the possibility of combining both procedures (Serrano et al, 1993) .
The first approach has the limitation that it is often difficult to identify the important determinants involved in a specific case since, in general, their sequences have diverged significantly. It is important to examine proteins that are at the beginning of divergence, since their structures are still almost identical and the effect of single differences can be easily analysed. However, at present few native protein isoforms, thermostable and mesostable, can be compared in this manner, exceptions being tyrosinase isoenzymes from Neurospora crassa and some bacterial and blue-green algal ferredoxins (Perutz and Raidt, 1975; Ruegg et al, 1982) . Most protein isoforms present such a number of substitutions that their use is precluded in this approach. Following the second approach, protein engineering, several strategies have been proposed, for example: (i) reducing the difference in entropy between folded and unfolded proteins, which in practice means reducing the number of possible conformations in the unfolded state (Matthews et al., 1987) , (ii) stabilizing the dipoles of ahelices (Nicholson et al., 1988) , (iii) increasing the number of hydrophobic interactions and packing ratio in the interior core (Yutani et al, 1987) and (iv) reducing the area of wateraccessible hydrophobic surface (Wigley etal, 1987) . Nevertheless, simple patterns that characterize stabilizing interactions and quantitatively predict the effects of amino acid substitutions have eluded identification.
An additional problem is the fact that in interpreting the stabilization in terms of specified local interactions, one has to consider that the free energy of stabilization of globular proteins in solution represents a marginal difference in large numbers. Thus, important contributions coming from small rearrangements of side chains or structural elements may escape detection. The difference between mesophilic and thermophilic enzymes is in the AAG range ~5-7 kcal/mol, which can be accomplished by a few hydrogen bonds or by two salt bridges inside the protein globule (Perutz, 1978; Fersht and Serrano, 1993) . The marginal energy for stabilization of proteins is clearly a result of natural selection. There appears to be a selective pressure for the marginal stability, probably to facilitate such processes as polypeptide folding and the flexibility required by the 'native' conformation in the protein function. On the other hand, there is no selective pressure to make proteins stable at temperatures above those which they encounter in vivo.
There are cases in which the thermal damage on a protein can be unambiguously related to a type of amino acid residue by chemical reasons. For example, Klibanov and co-workers have studied the irreversible thermal inactivation of ribonuclease A and a-amylase. Outstanding mechanisms of irreversible inactivation of these proteins are thiol-catalysed disulphide interchange, ^-elimination of disulphides, deamidation of asparagine and glutamine, formation of incorrect scrambled structures, oxidation of cysteines and hydrolysis of peptide bonds at aspartic residues (Ahern and Klibanov, 1985; Zale and Klibanov, 1986; Volkin and Klibanov, 1987; Tomazic and Klibanov, 1988a) .
Early attempts to predict the thermal stability of proteins yielded a small number of general suggestions for replacements, for example Lys -> Arg, Asp -> Glu and Gly -» Ala, already recommended in the pioneering work of Argos et al. (1979) . In a previous paper (Querol and Parrilla, 1987) , we reported the comparison of some proteins presenting single or very few replacements related to thermostability and the secondary structure involved. The advent of site-directed mutagenesis methodology has yielded an increasing number of cases of thermostabilization, many of them quite empirical. In the present work, we started to create a database comprising 122 references containing 195 single amino acid residue replacements, in 164 different positions on protein sequences, which have been unambiguously related to thermostability enhancement. Several references reported studies made on the same mutants, therefore our analysis deals only with a nonoverlapping subset of the database. Thereafter, to gain insight into those characteristics leading to thermostabilization, the following properties were analysed: type of residue replacement; conservative versus non conservative according to the Dayhoff matrix (Dayhoff, 1978) ; change in hydrogen bond tendency and secondary structure propensity; external versus internal replacement; type of secondary structure involved in the replacement; when determined, the physico-chemical characteristics to which the thermostability enhancement can be attribed; replacement inside highly-homologue stretches of amino acid residues (indeed, the specific replacement was not a conservative one); replacement in the active or substrate binding site; and the relationship of the replacement site to the folding intermediates of the protein, when known. From the above analyses, some general rules can be suggested. It is also worth mentioning that in the attempt to define such rules one faces the fact that they should be able to predict thermal sensitivity. However, in reporting their results, most authors usually do not describe cases of thermosensitivity since they are considered negative results in their search for more thermostable proteins. In order to understand the mechanisms of enhanced thermoresistence, it is reasonable to expect that mutations attempted on the same sites as those described in our database but leading to thermosensitivity should provide hints for further conformational exploration and thenmodynamic analysis on such mechanisms. At any rate, the main purpose of this work was to set a database and general rules which could be completed or improved as new substitution data leading both to thermostability and thermosensitivity appear.
Materials and methods

Data from thermostable and mesostable isoproteins
The wild-type and thermostable mutant proteins so far analysed from the literature are the following: cc-amylase; (X|-antitrypsin; calbindin; carboxyl esterase; chloramphenicol acetyltransferase; cytochrome c; ferredoxin; (J-galactosidase; glucose dehydrogenase; glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase; 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase; kanamycin nucleotidyltransferase; lactate dehydrogenase; T4, hen egg-white, bird and human lysozymes; luciferase; malate dehydrogenase; neutral protease; oligo-l,6-glucosidase; protein HU; X cro and arc repressors; ribonucleases A, Tl and barnase; RNA polymerase subunit; subtilisins; superoxide dismutase; triosephosphate dehydrogenase; tryptophan synthase; tyrosinase; xylanase; and xylose isomerase (Perutz and Raidt, 1975; Yutani et al., 1977 Yutani et al., , 1982 Yutani et al., , 1987 Perutz, 1978; Welpy et al, 1981; Ruegg et al, 1982; Hecht et al, 1984; Imanaka et al, 1986; Ahem et al, 1987; Matthews et al, 1987; Perry and Wetzel, 1987; Wigley etal, 1987; Matsumura etal, 1988a,b; Nicholson et al, 1988 Nicholson et al, , 1991 Stearman et al, 1988; Tomazic and Klivanov, 1988b; Wend et al, 1988; Das et al, 1989; Makino et al, 1989; Nagao et al, 1989; Pakula and Sauer, 1989, 1990; Pantoliano et al, 1989; Serrano and Fersht, 1989; Shirley et al, 1989; Suzuki etal, 1989; Takagi and Imanaka, 1989; Zagorski etal, 1989; Dao-Pin etal, 1990 Declerckef al, 1990; Eijsink et al, 1990 Eijsink et al, , 1992a Erwin et al, 1990; Igarashi et al, 1990; Wilson etal, 1990 Wilson etal, , 1992 Eijsink etal, 1991; Hallewell etal, 1991; Hickey et al, 1991; Lim and Sauer, 1991; Narhi et al, 1991; Quax et al, 1991; Vriend et al, 1991; Zhang et al, 1991; Heinz et al, 1992; Joyet et al, 1992; Kallwass et al, 1992; Lim et al, 1992; Margarit et al, 1992; Mrabet et al, 1992; Arase et al, 1993; Haezebrouck et al, 1993; Hardy et al, 1993; Ishikawa et al, 1993; Kajiyama and Nakano, 1993; Kotik and Zuber, 1993; Meng et al, 1993; Pjura et al, 1993; Schuman et al, 1993; Serrano et al, 1993; Stonehouse and Stockley, 1993; Amaki et al, 1994; Goward et al, 1994; Masul et al, 1994; Heringa et al, 1995) .
Most of the thermostable forms have been obtained by sitedirected mutagenesis; few of them emerge from the analysis of native isoproteins, in which the mesostable and thermostable forms differ only in one amino acid residue. It deserves to be mentioned that in the present analysis we have considered both thermostability and thermoresistence, according to the data from the above-reported references. To consider a mutant as enhancing thermostability, an increase of 5=1°C in T m was considered as the threshold.
Computer graphics and predictive structural analyses from the amino acid sequence
When the structural characteristics hereafter analysed were not reported in the references, they were visualized in the PDB (Protein Data Bank). Molecular graphics were performed on a Crimson Elan, from Silicon Graphics. The structures of the proteins were visualized and analysed by means of the TURBO FRODO program (Roussel et al, 1994) . Multiple sequence alignments and comparisons were performed by means of the Clustal method (Higgins and Sharp, 1989 ) from the LaserGene package (DNASTAR) or GCG software package (Genetics Computer Group, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WT). When no X-ray or 2-D NMR structural data were available, protein structural characteristics (secondary structure, hydropathic profiles, structural class of the protein, etc.) were predicted by means of computer programs reported previously (Clotet et al, 1994) . Nevertheless, as most of the proteins analysed correspond to molecules whose structures are known by crystallography, or have been modelled on a homologue, the structural characteristics have only been predicted for five proteins: carboxyl esterase, isopropyl malate dehydrogenase, kanamycin nucleotidyl transferase, luciferase and tyrosinase, with 10 thermostable mutants so far analysed.
In the analysis the following criteria were undertaken. For the conservative character of the replacement the PAM250
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Weight Table was utilized (Dayhoff, 1978) . Those maintaining the positive value of the PAM250 table were considered conservative replacements, because replacements involving difference values, say from 5 to 3, could not be considered as distinct; all of them are positive and commonly found in nature. In the case of secondary structure propensity, the table of conformational parameters of Chou and Fasman was utilized (Privilege and Fasman, 1989) , considering as propensity enhancement (or decrease) those replacements showing propensity differences 5*0.3. Values below that figure were considered as maintaining the propensity. Still, those replacements maintaining and enhancing the propensity were pooled in the table, since it is unlikely both cases would perturb the secondary structure.
The solvent accessibility and secondary structure are the most explicitly indicated data by authors in the references. When not explicitly reported, solvent accessibility was obtained from Connolly surfaces (rolling sphere of 1.4 A). For those five proteins lacking crystallographic structure, the accessibility was predicted by the algorithms of Emini et al. (1985) and Kyte and Doolittle (1982) by means of the LaserGene computer package (DNASTAR). Most data on the flexibility or rigidity of the stretch of residues where the mutant is come from authors' references, whenever they reported them, or from B factors in some cases. The fact that many proteins are not solved at better than 2 A precludes obtaining suitable factors in many cases.
Results
It should be noted in what follows no formal statistical conclusions are meant to be drawn from the reported data but indications about the tendencies found in the references. The reported references related to enhanced protein thermostabilization contain 195 one-residue replacements at 164 different positions on the protein sequences. In this analysis those references reporting substitutions leading to additional or new disulphide bridges have not been taken into account, although some of them are included in the reference list This is a strategy that although successful for stabilization in some cases (Perry and Wetzel, 1984; Pantoliano et al, 1987; Matsumura et al, 1989a,b; Nishikawa et al, 1990; Takagi et al, 1990; Clarke and Fersht, 1993; Wakarchuk et al, 1994) , may lead to folding problems or yields a non-functional protein.
Most of the replacements analysed herein are represented one to two times, a few of them several times, for example those reported in the early work of Argos and co-workers (Argos et al, 1979) and subsequently by many authors as leading to enhanced stability, i.e. Lys -> Arg (10 times) or Gly -> Ala (eight times). As is now widely assumed, there are no privileged residue replacements leading to thermostabilization. From the above 195 substitutions, 121 represent a different type of residue replacement. Since the whole space of directional changes has 380 substitutions (20X19), a large set of the potential substitution space has been explored by nature or by protein engineers. As could be expected, most replacements, 146 out of 195, are conservative according to the Dayhoff matrix of replacements (Dayhoff, 1978) (Table  I) . As in the type of replacement, a large set of the Dayhoff space of conservative non-identical replacements has been explored.
The tendency to conserve the propensity for the secondary structure could be expected (Table I) . Upon checking, it was found that 162 out of 195 replacements lead to maintenance of (82 out of 195) or an increase in (80/195) this propensity, analysed according to a classical scale of secondary structure propensities (Privilege and Fasman, 1989) . These findings agree with results from Mark and van Gunsteren, (1992) for HEW lysozyme and Caflisch and Karplus (1994) for bamase, which simulated the thermal denaturation of both proteins by molecular dynamics. These authors reported that the protein unfolds with partial destruction of regular secondary structures, with water molecules replacing the hydrogen bonds of secondary structural elements.
Considering the specific amino acid replacements independently of their sequential and structural context, most of the replacements, 121 out of 195, lead to a residue with the same (66/195) or enhanced (55/195) potential for hydrogen bonding lying on its side chain ( Table I) .
The type of secondary structures involved in the replacements are shown in Table n. As can be seen, most of them lie in regular secondary structures, 66 out of 164 positions in rx-helices and 33 out of 164 in (3-strand. Some substitutions in the N-and C-caps of a-helices have been largely reported to lead to enhanced thermostability. There are 16 substitutions in the N-cap and six in the C-cap of helices, and six in the Ncap and three in the C-cap of strands. There are 28 out of 164 substitutions on rums and 36 out of 164 on loop/coil regions. These results have to be treated with caution as they probably reflect a biased decision of the researchers. The lack of strong rules for thermostabilization makes some empirical rules useful. For example, for a long time there has been a general consensus that compensation of the dipole of N-and C-caps of ahelices can lead to stabilization (Nicholson et al, 1988) . Not surprisingly, most substitutions are designed on the cap. However, it is remarkable that most replacements lie on regular secondary structure-conserved stretches, not in loops, which have usually been assumed by protein engineers to be regions that accept mutations without major structural perturbations. This would reflect the widely assumed consideration that protein structures have not been fully optimized by evolution and maintain to some extent the potential to improve their characteristics.
The putative amphipathicity of the regular secondary structures in which the mutants lie has also been checked. Of the 109 point mutations, 23 lie on different amphipathic a-helix or P-strand secondary structures (19 on helices and four on strand). However, this result may also reflect the biased selection of researchers. We have checked whether the internal replacements would primarily correspond to internal residues from amphipathic structures and found the following: 15 external, 16 internal amphipathic-helix residues, and four external, two internal amphipathic-strand residues, results that do not suggest any special tendency.
All the above results could be expected from the point of view of the conservation of protein structure and function. However, there are striking results more difficult to explain. For example, considering the rate of external versus internal replacements; 121 out of 164 substitutions lie on solventaccessible regions whilst 43 out of 164 are in buried regions (Table DT) . This result confirms our previously reported analysis on a small set of proteins (Querol and Parrilla, 1987) .
Another interesting result comes from the homology/similarity analyses of the amino acid sequence stretches in which the mutated residue lies (we do not refer to the conservation of the specific replaced residue, which has been analysed above). This was done with the Clustal algorithm (Higgins and Sharp, 1989) on those proteins having a number of sequences to allow this analysis (in fact, it was the whole set of proteins used in this work except lysozymes and repressors); 113 regions in total (see Table IV ). Most of the replacements match conserved stretches of residues, especially those lying on a regular secondary structure. It is well known that regular secondary structure stretches are highly conserved in protein sequences, but to our surprise most substitutions lying on loops, turns and coil regions correspond to conserved regions too. Thermostability is certainly related to protein structure and conserved external regions are indeed important for structure.
It is usually assumed that replacements leading to enhanced protein thermostability correspond to rigid regions. We checked this for those cases in which these data (B-factors) are either reported by the authors or can be obtained from the Protein Data Bank (Table V) . From the set of mutant positions we obtained the data for 75 substitutions. Of these, 37 replacements match regions having flexibility over the average and 38 regions lower than the average. Although these data are not exhaustive for the whole data set of 164 sequence positions, they suggest that one should be cautious in considering increasing rigidity as a sure predictor for thermostablity enhancement.
A survey of the physico-chemical basis of the thermostability enhancement, when indicated by the authors, shows that they are diverse. This list is biased by the fact that site-directed mutants are chosen by researchers to accomplish, as far as possible, some physico-chemical expectations. Table VI summarizes these results. According to the reported record (135 out 195; 60 mutations did not show available data), the outstanding causes of stabilization can be grouped and described as follows: improved hydrogen bonding (18); optimized hydrophobic packing (16); enhanced secondary structure propensity (12); helix dipole stabilization (10); replacements according to Argos (Menendez-Arias and Argos, 1989) (10); replace free thiols sensitive to oxidation (8); substitute hydrophobic residues on solvent-accessible areas (7); improved electrostatic interactions (6); strengthening intersubunit association (6); and others unspecified, leading to improvement of AG (20). Conversely, some reports describe loss of thermostability upon losing electrostatic interactions (Sali et al, 1988; Serrano et al, 1993) , loss of hydrophobic contacts (Pakula and Sauer, 1990; Heringa et al, 1995) , loss of hydrogen bonding (Narhi et al, 1991) and loss of helicity (Matthews et al, 1987; Sali et al, 1988; Dao-Pin et al, 1990; Blaber et al, 1993) Finally, up to now the analysis has considered all the substitutions that report some degree of enhancement of thermostability. However, a close inspection of the most striking examples of thermostability enhancement (Perutz and Raidt, 1975; Hecht et al, 1984; Matsumura et al, 1988a; Stearman et al, 1988; Makino et al, 1989; Pakula et al, 1989 Pakula et al, , 1990 Zagorski et al, 1989; Wilson et al, 1990; Hickey et al, 1991; Narhi et al, 1991; Joyet et al, 1992; Lim et al, 1992; Hardy etal, 1993; Kotik and Zuber, 1993) deserves to be (Matsumura et al, 1988a; Stearman et al, 1988) . The analysis of the other substitutions does not indicate strong rules. There are 12 replacements in a-helices (five of them in the N-cap); four in [j-strands (one in the Ncap); three in turns and one in loop. In addition, 15 out of 18 substitutions lie on solvent-accessible regions; 12 out of 18 correspond to conserved substitutions (according to die Dayhoff matrix). There is an outstanding improvement in secondary structure propensity with respect to the whole set of 195 substitutions: 10 out of 18 enhance propensity; six maintain and two decrease. From this subset, only six cases have reported the local flexibility/rigidity, four being flexible and two rigid. In eight cases the authors reported the physicochemical basis of the enhancement: two designed disulphide bridges, one stronger salt bridge, three increased secondary structure propensity, one improved subunit interaction and one due to entropic factors. There are instances reported in which mutations leading to increased configurational entropy lead to thermosensitivity (Alber et al, 1987; Matthews et al, 1987; Dao-Pin et al, 1990; Blaber et al, 1993) .
Discussion
One of the central questions in protein evolution is how the changes in the amino acid sequence of a protein result in changes in stability and structure and, therefore, in its function. It is generally assumed mat small changes in the sequence of a protein should not have large effects on its structure or stability and that changes on the surface of a protein should have a smaller impact than those in buried regions. Consequently, globular proteins should keep more (though marginal) capacity to evolve by exploring the conformational space on the external area than in the core. Moreover, it is known that groups that are constrained by the folded conformation to interact productively can make much stronger non-covalent bonds than groups with greater motional freedom. Therefore, mutations witiiin the core of a protein are likely to affect more than just one energy term, leading the protein molecule to prefer those being conformationally and functionally less expensive, which usually should correspond to diose at the solvent-protein interface. However, an accurate thermodynamic prediction using present-day theories is difficult, especially a prediction based on thermodynamic scales. For example, from statistical mechanical considerations Pickett and Sternberg (1993) reported a scale of relative conformational entropies for each amino acid, taking glycine as a reference. These conformational entropy values are combined with values of hydrophobic tendencies in scales obtained either by Fauchere and Pliska (1983) or by Sharp et al. (1991) , in order to obtain values of AG for each amino acid. This free energy variation, in principle, should express the relative tendency of each amino acid to be transferred to the interior of a protein and consequently reflect stability properties. A calculation of AAG = AG,™, -AG^, (when a given amino acid of free energy AG^t is exchanged for another amino acid of free energy AG^,,) done on this basis for each of the transformations described in the reported mutagenesis database yielded values and, most important, signs of such values that indicate no correlation with the expected tendency deduced from the mutagenesis database (not shown). Moreover, most of the transitions which should show stronger changes in their tendencies (for example, Arg -» Trp) appear in the database with a behaviour opposed to that expected from calculus based on diese scales. This result is hardly surprising, since from the strict thermodynamic point of view it is not possible to consider for a given component of a system an entropy or a free energy contribution, nor can the entropy or free energy of the whole system be considered the sum of such contributions (Mark and van Gunsteren, 1994) . It has been reported that thermostabilization is mainly lead by hydrophobic interactions (Yutani et al, 1977 (Yutani et al, , 1987 and, conversely, loss of hydrophobic interactions result in thermosensitivity (Pakula and Sauer, 1990; Heringa et al, 1995) . There are, however, several reasons to question such a simplistic explanation. For example, there is no direct correlation between protein volume and thermal stability. Still, there are cases in which the stability of a protein was lower than predicted by merely considering the hydrophobicity of the substituting residues (Yutani et al, 1987; Matsumura et al, 1988a) . Many local interactions and compensatory structural rearrangements other than the hydrophobic effect need to be considered: hydrogen bonding, entropy, torsional strain and van der Waals interactions. In fact, our finding that most stabilizing substitutions correspond to external regions of the protein may, in some cases, reflect a chemical justification: some thermal inactivation processes such as oxidative damage of free cysteines and sensitive methionines, hydrolysis of peptide bonds at aspartic residues and deamidation of asparagine and glutamine residues, are more likely to occur on solventaccessible areas of the protein [see Ahem and Klibanov (1985) and Tomazic and Klibanov (1988a,b) for the analysis of thermal inactivation of some proteins]. Recently, Heringa et al. (1995) have identified strong clusters from the 3-D structure of protein families and suggested that they are involved in stability and folding. From their analysis five mutants with enhanced diermal stability can be found. It is remarkable that they all lie on solvent-accessible regions.
It is well known that a-helices have a dipole moment (equivalent to half a positive unit charge at the N-terminus) estimated to be approximately 3.5 D per peptide unit (Hoi et al, 1981) . Although lower than for helices, P-sheets also have a dipole moment (approximately 0.5 D), the N-terminal end of the structures corresponding to the positive end of the dipole. Many substitutions in a-helices have been designed to stabilize the dipole moment, introducing a negative charge in the N-cap, and to a lesser extent they introduce a positive charge in the C-cap. Although not always explicitly detailed by the authors, an inspection of the reported cases shows that eight of the replacements in p*-strands would accomplish enhanced thermal stability upon stabilizing their strand dipoles. From these considerations on secondary structure, it is not surprising that a decrease in helicity results in a reduced thennostability (Alber et al, 1987; Matthews et al, 1987; Dao-Pin et al, 1990; Blaber et al, 1993) . Mention should be made of the molecular dynamics simulation results of Mark and van Gunsteren (1992) , who found that thermal denaturation of proteins starts by the loss of interactions i -* i + 4 in their ends.
The possibility that the changes in thermal stability could be related to folding deserves to be explored. As reported by Caflisch and Karplus (1994) , the effect of temperature involves structural rearrangements related to unfolding. Could the thermostability problem be considered closely related to the folding of proteins? May thermostable substitutions yield hints on sites related to folding intermediates? The small set of proteins for which intermediates of folding have been studied precludes the possibility of definite answers. We have checked the reported data on recent folding studies of some of the proteins studied herein, specifically: T4 lysozyme, HEW lysozyme, barnase, dihydropholate reductase, cytochrome c and lactate dehydrogenase. Results from amide proton exchange experiments obtained from the above proteins yield 50 out of 73 replacements on sequence regions that are protected from exchange (most of the cases come from the widely analysed T4 lysozyme). It is remarkable that 35 of them correspond to solvent-accessible positions. It is likely that mutations which predominantly affect the unfolded state will tend to occur on the surface of the folded protein, since mutations in the core will be likely to affect intramolecular interactions in the folded state.
There are two general mechanisms by which amino acid substitutions can decrease the rate of thermal inactivation: (i) by increasing conformational stability in such a way that the unfolded fraction at the temperature of exposure is reduced and (ii) by increasing the reversibility of unfolding (even at the cost of a significant reduction in conformational stability). It should be noted that besides the tendency to describe changes in stability in terms of the folded structure of a protein, it is always possible that such changes might be due to alterations in the unfolded state. Mutations in general can alter the free energies of both the folded and unfolded states of the protein. However, as has been mentioned above, attempts to make quantitative predictions of thermal properties upon point substitutions based on thermodynamic scales lack the appropriate theory or computer tools to make such unambiguous calculations.
The seemingly puzzling results coming from our analysis or those reported by others (Gupta, 1993) could lead to the conclusion that no unambiguous rules can yet be established to explain or predict how substituted amino acids modify the thermostability of a protein. However, from the above results, some general principles can be stated to explore the possibility of improving the thermal stability of a protein even without any prior knowledge about its structure. Since rules that at least were able to identify those regions which seem to be of particular importance for temperature adaptation would be welcome, we suggest the following to enhance protein thermostability. (i) Look for conserved stretches of residues upon multiple alignment, (ii) Make substitutions conservative according to the Dayhoff matrix, (iii) Maintain or enhance the secondary structure propensity upon substitution. (iv) Replace preferentially solvent accessible residues, (v) Replace residues on N-and C-cap of a-helices (PDB or predicted) by introducing, if possible, a negative charge at the N-cap or a positive charge at the C-cap of the helix, (vi) Replace residues on the N-cap and C-cap of f}-strands introducing, if possible, a negative charge at the N-cap or a positive charge at the C-cap of the strand, (vii) Substitute with residues which improve or increase the number of potential hydrogen bonding or van der Waals contacts, (viii) Whenever possible consider thermal damage on specific amino acid residues: deamidation of Asn and Gin [the sequential motif Gly-Asn is a well known deamidation target (Tyler-Cross and Schirch, 1991) ]; oxidation of methionines; splicing the peptidic bond besides aspartic residues and substitution of free thiol cysteines. We also consider some suggestions elsewhere reported, e.g.: (i) Argos' replacements (Lys -» Arg, Asp -» Glu, Gly -> Ala) (Argos et al, 1979) . (ii) Substitute with prolines in loops (Matthews et al, 1987; Hardy et al, 1993; Masul et al, 1994) . (iii) Introduce an additional disulphide bridge (Perry and Wetzel, 1984; Pantoliano et al, 1987; Matsumura et al, 1989a,b; Nishikawa et al, 1990; Takagi et al, 1990; Clarke and Fersht, 1993; Wakarchuk et al, 1994) . (iv) Introduce an additional metal binding site (Toma et al, 1991; Haezebrouck et al, 1993) . (v) Introduce new glycosylation sites (Olsen and Thomsen, 1991) . Obviously, the best strategy for increasing the stability of a specific protein by site-directed mutagenesis would require a thorough knowledge of its 3-D structure and of the molecular mechanisms responsible for its heat inactivation. There is still a limited number of proteins that fulfil these requirements. If the protein 3-D structure has not been determined, there are algorithms, many of them implemented as commercial software packages such as those mentioned in the Materials and methods section, to predict sufficient structural characteristics in order to apply the preceding general rules. In the future there is likely to be the possibility of simulating and predicting by molecular dynamics the effect of a site-directed mutation, especially the entropic effects. Some attempts have been made in this direction (Tapia et al, 1991; Mark and van Gunsteren, 1992; Caflisch and Karplus, 1994) .
